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Background

CSF: Campus Science Support Facilities

since 2011

Sequencing, Fly library (VDRC), MS, Bioinformatics, Imaging,
Phenotyping,. . .

Sequencing should provide at least primary and secondary data
analysis

Tools for users to analyze data
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Galaxy was a Closed System
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Galaxy Initiates Import
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User Upload

Upload File

file

http

ftp
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A/Synchronous Data Depositing
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Galaxy Importer

XML

LIMS
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RESTful API β

/api/controller/. . .

GET retrieval

POST creation/modification

PUT creation

DELETE deletion
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RESTful API β

usage

enable in universe wsgi.ini

create api-keys for user

use scripts in GALAXY HOME/scripts/api

scripts for libraries, samples
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RESTful API β
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Big Picture: Interoperability
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Use Cases: Data Pushers

machine + LIMS

server (data repository)

workflows

genome browser

embedded bioinformatician
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Use Cases: Data Pushers
results store
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Use Cases: Data Pushers
results store

II0
0I0
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Modifications

hg branch pusher

registered new resource for api mapper in lib/galaxy/web/buildapp.py

put some more undocumented python code in lib/galaxy/web/api and
scripts

added hidden tool that executes the requested action in tools
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Generated HTTP Request
Overview

POST

domain http://yourdomain/galaxy

/api/fileposts?key=df96. . .

{”poster” : ”who”, ”message” : ”encrypted & encoded” }
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Generated HTTP Request
message, encrypted & encoded

parameter description

action* ln cp zcat scpuser@server
filepath* /path/of/file
as* name in galaxy
dbkey genome identifier
filetype* bed, bam, gff
username* the user you want to push to
historyname which history to use
description from string to xhtml (e.g. table)

* = mandatory
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transport capabilities (action)

cp - copy to local from local file

ln - symbolic link from local file

zcat - gunzip to local (+cp)

scp - scp remote file to local
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Generated HTTP Request
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Example Pushed Dataset
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Editing of Annotation not Nice
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Why not Libraries?

not pushing to himself!

”pushed to” user sees his results

linking, scp,. . . possible

structure

who is allowed (not just admins)

complete message encrypted/tamperproof

have to revisit libraries and sample tracking
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